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ABSTRACTS OF THE 

     LITERATURE

PHYSiCO-CHEMICAL ' 

IN JAPAN

vol. gL AF RIL, 1937 No. 2

1-GENERAL AND PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY

  Light pressure and Brownian tno-
tion. ill. Sat8. Sci. Hepis. Tokolnz I>np. L'ieiv. 
25, i j6 jrg36}~ Assuming that dte light pres-
sure is caused. b}• the elastic reflection of 
light quanta. the present u-ritcr rdcd. the light 
pressure and discussed the Ilrownian motion 
of a particle in a Fell of mdiatioo. 

                            Author. 

  Application of tiransition state me-
thod to the heterogeneous reaction on 
hydrogen electrode. G. Okamoto, J. Ho-
rimi, and K. Hirota. Sci. Ya7iers Init. pRys. 
Chem. Xea- 29, r_3 {r93fi),-The heterogc 
neous reaction rate ~cas fonnulxterl sta!istical-
meehanically, extending the transition state 
method. An expression was derivecP for the 
ahsohrte rate of the catal}•tic atomisation or 
-the recombination of hydrogen on a metallic 
catalyst. Assuming the latter process as the 
rate-detg. process, isotopic interchange ra!e, iU 
temp;, variation, isotopic sepn. factor, anodic 
and catholic current were calcti. for hydrogen 
electrode of nickel with fair agreement with 
expLc. Dlain conclusions are as follows : (i ) 
The theory gives, after some simplification 
for the relation behveen the ca[hodic cuaent 
i and the e]ectrode potential r; logi= 
-~z - ~-) iti, where u is the repulsion 
potential between an adsorbed hydrogen atom 
and the surrounding. ones not electronically 
coupled . with the former, u' that between hvo 
hydrogen atoms a[ the activated state and the 
surroundings. The potential between the two 
atoms being not included in u", we have, u~ 

u' <au. IC follows thato~z- ~ ~t which

explains the well-known Tafel's relation. (ii) 
1'he theory tells that the catal}'lic atomisation 
rate diverges widely, according to the lattice 

plane on which the process takes place and 
that (tto) plane is the most active. (iii) The 
ca!alytic atomisation (x the recombination) as 
the rate-detg, step for the alwve electrode 
processes is now conclusive. Author. 

  A note on the determination of mo-
lecular -weight by ultracentrifuge. 
S. O'sa. Proe. Yhys.-JLaU:. bbc. Japan. 18> 
jrq {rggfi),-The difleremial equation in the 
case of eyuil. of ultracentrifuge, 
  do IJ/ d=c+ t do _~s x ~o +zc  dt - \ dx- x dx ~ ~ dx 

is discussed. From the. boundary condition, 
rv'sxc-D do/dx=o 

                                   m=s 

 C~ zz ll m's m's e 
                    x,- rs 

      e 2ll" -e zU' 
for the concn. results From the condition, 
that this mncn. law is in agreement with the 
thermodynamic sedimentation eyuil, the Sved-
berg's molecular weight formula For the sedi-
mentation velocity method_is derived. For this 
derivation the equation f=RT/D for the coeff. 
of Fiction per mole is not used. 

                            Author. 

  Kinetics of the catalysed interchange 
reaction CFAe+ADO-.CfiA;+H:O. T. 
Koyano. J. Chem. Sae. Japan. 57, 433-435 
(tg36).-The rate of the catilytic interchange 
reaction ivas decd. in the presence of platinum 
black. The first order rate, kw, the number 
of gram atoms of deuterium which leave the 
water oft o D content through r gm pt ca-
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 talyst by interchange, was obtained by follow-
 ing D content in benzene during-the reaction 

 by analysis and by the knowledge o(tbe pardon 
 eyuili. IL was found kw=3xlo v at jo° 

 and kw=; X to-B at too°. Acrivation energy 

 of the reaction .vas fomril -R dlo~ kw-t6tt 
                dl 1' 

 Kcal. Author. 

   Effect of carbon dioxide on the ther-
 mal eoliductivitp of Gotten wool. 

 Y. Takamura. Proc. Phy.-il]¢tk. Soc..T¢p¢n, 
 III, t8, 49t-496 (rg36). 'This study being the 

 continuation of the previous one, the effect 
 of Co. mixed in air on the thermal conductivity 

 of cotton wool is incesue°a.ted. The mhos of 
 the conductivities Krrcu„ and Kunir) at the 

 same temp. are calcd. by the approximate 

 formula K,:co,;/KuR;rr=\dT ~,/\dT /z' The 
 graph of the ratio aIinst the percentage of 

 CO, is a stmig6t line. A formula, Krco„= 
 Kt„;r, (r-0.cot6oy) is ohttined, within a pro-

 bableerror of about rq, in the range of density 
 of the packing about o.03 to o. t, in the formula 

 -aoor6o is the mean value of coeff, of variation 
 of the conductivity and y the percentage of 

 COe in the air-CO., mizmre. The rough abso-
 lutevalues of Ktco,, are cakd. Kr (the con-
 ductivity of the gaseous phase in the moon 

 woo] immersed in any gas) and K, (that of 
 the phase of cotton wool itselQ are estimated 

 approximately by the kinetic theory of gases 
 under some assumptions. The result are-
 K,=a.o7xlo-^, K',rm:t=L6jxlo's, K"rru,t 

 =5.36 X t o-°, and h'.trx~=o.8j x Io-5, Nrom 
 the ratios K,'/K, and K,"/K: the following 

 conclusion is obtained : the less the con-
 ductivity of the gas used, the more the quantity 

 of heat passing through the pbase of cotton 
 wool becomes. and the less that of heat passing 

 through the gaseous phase. Author. 

   Determination of the interchange e-
 quilibrium. CaH3+HD0=CrHsD}H:O. 

 T. Kpyano. .T. Client. Soc..Tagxin. 57, gzq-
 933 (r936)•-The partition eyuil. was studied 

 aY loo°C,. the interchange being catalysed by 
 platinum black. The partition coeff.

•sua .- +unuln• 91 

k= (CFI3 D) (H,O) at,~ found to be x93•   3(C
eH«) (HDO) 

Compuing this. and! that-obtained by Horiuti 
nnrf Polanyi, (Trwls. Famrl¢y Soc..30, n64 
(r934)) k=o.qj at zoo°C, it was found that the 
temp. coeff. of k was negligible. By arclinar}' 
statistical mech. formulation of the eyuil, [he 
ratio bf vibrational partition functions Qcx;q/ 

Qcn, was calcd. Cram k, its temp. coeB. and 
from spectroscopic data for -.H.O and HDO 

            h~dV 
to he t?r•"n"n=t.ye a K'I' where rdV=tzoo      Q 

Cefle 
cm-'. Observed ilifference ̀ 'dV=Boo. crti ', 
dueto Tn~old and gthen (Na(are. 135, to33 

(t 935)) is insuflicieiu to account for-the result, 
Temp, independent factor t., suggests that 
some low frequency vibrations are participated 
by H or D atom. Author. 

  Analysis by' means of radioactive 
indicator. II. The determination of 
t1le solubility of lead chromate. DI. 
Isibashi and O. Fanakoshi. J. Cheer. Soc. 
Tapan,: 57, Io, toz3-r o3o (u}36),-In the espt. 
using a radioactive- indicator to det. fhe sllu-
bility of various lead salts, difficult to be 
soleed, the authors have first succeeded in 
obtaining the est. solubility of lead chromate 
in water. 

  As a radioactive indicator they used ThB, 
and 7or measuring the activity used the radix 
scope made by the Rikagaku-kenkyujo. In 
the first place, 3i an. expd. material they pre-

pared a lead acetate solo. marg. a known 
yuanti[y of lead ; mired i[ with a certain [. of 'I'hB

, the activity of rchich had been measured 
beforehand ; and got.lead chromate ppdi. from 
the: niikt. Then They put the lead chromate 

ppt. thus prepd. into an 1:rlenmeyer flask 
contg. distilled water, and then introduced the 
fask into a thermostat at z5°C. and kept it 
shaked for t8 to zj hrs. for the purpose of the 
complete saturation. After the ppt. had been 
filtered- atva}', they had a known volume of 
the Sltmte evaporated to. dryness. When i[ 
cooled; they measured the activity of this 
residue, and then, by calcg. it back to the 
initial activity, gained the real amt, of the lead 
chromate resolved in~ water. The solubility of
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the lead chromate in water at z5°C. thus 
gained. io this expt. was.: 6.6 x tots g/L, 5.9 X 
to-ag/L, y.yxto-~g/L, 3.4xto-6g/I„ mean 
g.8 x to-" g/L=i.8 x to-r Pi/L. 'Phis valor, is 
interesting compared with those measured by 
(omter experimentalists, Author. 

  On measurement of deionization-
time. 'I'. Kuno and T. Sauada. ~lazda-Ken-
kya-Jika 11, z, ;6 (tg36).-It is important to 
know the deionization time of hotcathode mer-
cury vapor rectifiers and Thym[rons, because 
many cbamc[ers of these to bes are dependent 
upon the time. The measuring circuit is as 
(ollows: the Ihymtron under test with a small 
inductance in the plate circuit and a capacity 
are connected in parallel [o the direct curmnt 
source through a variable resistance, and im-
pulsive vohages are given m the grid by the 
other circuit. When the discharge begins the 
plate voltage drops suddenly to a small value 
and then becomes neg. by the e(iect of the 
inductance in the anode circuit, anti next in-
creases by the charging mte of the condenser 
by the resistance. If the resistance is decreased, 
the charging mte increases and at last the time 
is so short that positive ions in the valve can 
not diffuse to the grid and bulb wall well"and 
oscillation stops. ~Ve took the oscillogmms of 
the anode voltages, and defined the deionizatian 
time a•as the shortest time that the valve could 
take to gain the control power again. 'Phe 
results are : t. The time decrases when the 
neg. grid voltages were increased. z.The Gme 
increases when the resistance of the grid timait 
were inctraserl. 3. The time increas°s when 
the anode current increases but not remarkedly. 
;. The time increases very sharply when the 
temp. of the mercury drops in the valve ele-
vates, but in the case of the argon filled in 
tubes; the time decreases when the temp. 
elevates. y. The time ranges from too mi-
crosec. to t millisec. Author. 

   Buffer action of the ammonium sul-
phate-sulphuric acid solution to the 
zinc sulphatesolution. S.Izawa. ~lfazda-

 lien,Gyu-Jiho. 11, z, ty-t9 (t936).-Expts. 
 were carried out by hydrogen electrode to del. 

 the buffer action of H_SO,-(NH.J,SO, on

ZnSO„ the results were summarized as follows 
(a.) RIeasured the effect of succesively in-

creases addn. of IISO, on to cc..of z 
1\I. (NH,)aSO, mntg. no'LnSO, solo., the value 
of Ps successively decreased. {h.) De[rl. Pu 

with t5 cc: o(~ Vii. (NH.,), SO, and to cc. 

of ~ ~l. 7.nS0, solo. at the condition and 

obtained succesively decreasing values accor-
ding m increasing acid. (c.) Repeated the 
same with to cc. each of the two solos., 
obtained almost the same results. (d.) Repeated 

the expts. with the 5 ce. of z ill. (NII,),SO, 
solo. and to. cc. of s Di. '/.nSO. solo., obtai-n 
ed the similar resuhs. (e.) Detd. the effect 
of increasing addn. of acid on ''/.nSO, solo. 
only, yet obtained the similar results, but with 

 somewhat greater~ra[es. Author. 

   Chemical separation of hydrogen and 
 oxygen isotopes. L'. Ogawa.. 2cak. Repte. 

$yusku. Imp. Univ. 11. tab-t5t (tg36).-
 Formerly (cf. Bull. Clrese. Sac. Japan. II (t9 

gfi) 4z6, Teclo- Reple. h yuaka bop. Univ. Il 
 (tq;6)~ the anther has pointed out the effect 

 of polarisation of isotopic exchange reactions. 
 These are the abstract of tha report of the eats. 

 on the isotopic sepn. of hydrogen and ox}'gen 
 by this effect. Ahout t mot. of solute was dis-

 solved in 4000 cc. of water and water a•as 
 evaporated until anhydrous salts remain. The 
 density of the last portion of each distillate 

 (about 3occ.) was measured.
\VATLR 

NH,CL 

LiCL

NaCL 
KCL 
KF 

KBr 

CrCL, 
H,SO,

(Nf1.)eSO, 
Cu SO,

+ 3.7 
}~8.z 
+~4.5 
t ~ z 
t ai 
+ y.6 
+ 6.6 
- ~.S 

t a.y 
+T ~.o 
+ i.8

KI 
14i~CL, 

CaCL. 
RaCL. 

CuCLy 
NiCL. 
FeCL,

NaOfI t 8.8 
1:N0, + 8.t

t [i.~ 

t ~ t.o 

t 4.4 
- aq 

t 4.7 
t 8.~ 
- o.z 

t t 4.0 
t 8.8 

t 8.i

  These isotopic shift of hydrogen and oxygen 
are probably attributed to solubilities of solutes, 

ionic mol»lities, or degree of hydration of each
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ion. From these results it is probably conclu-
ded that the electronic energies of isotopic 
mots. are not the same. This effect of pola-
risation surely plays very impor4nnt part on 
the isotopic exchange reactions except hyrlro-

gen. Author. 

  Notes on the dose of solar nltra-
violet rays. T. Takeuti and K. Inamurn. 
Btdl. Tokyo Unin. F.ng. 5, 6tofiu (tg36).-
It is shown that the U. V. dosemetry gives 
a scale of fineness of the skp. An explana-
tion is also proposal for the change of U. V. 
dose at the recent total solar eclipse. 

                            Author. 

  Decomposition of hydrogen peroxide 
by haemin. I. H. Tominaga and G. Hazato. 
.7. Client. 'Sue. Japa,r. 57, Logo (rg36),-~feas-
uring the velocity of decoinpn. of hydrogen 

peroxide, (to_s cool per litre) in aqueous solo. 
catalyzed by alkaline-haemin fro-' cool per 
litre) prepd. from mw blood, we obtained the 
following empirical equations: 

         k,n =kF. 
  and 

  or

  These 
with phos 

yaite diffe 
E. Yamas 
9, (rgzo) 
6.0-6.7), 
expt, was 
relationshi

or

In kE=I:C+A 

_ dC =KRC where 
  dt 

   dE =k"E'C - a
t 
      km ; unimol. velocity const. 

     F.; conch. of Haemin. 
      C ; conco. of H:O,. 

, 

   k-k . 
ore applicable in alkaline region, 
phnte huffer (PH=6.8-7.a), and 
rent from the relationship found by 
ski (Sci. Repta. Tohoku Imp. Un{u. 
r3). Howeveq idacid region {PFI= 
the similar result as in the Yamasaki 
obtained, and led to the following 

ps : 
kE=k'C+A 

-ac=kEC d
t 

- ~~k'EC. 
                     Author.

Phru~o! CAvnrirrrr 93 

    Studies on the Raman effeM of orga-
  nic substances. VI- Raman effect of 

  seequichamene and some other terpenes. 
  K. 1Vlaluno and K. Han. Bull. Chem. Soc. 

  Tapan. 11, jy6 (rg36),-The Raman spectra 
  of the following substances have bcen studied 

  Sesquichamene (C„H_,), d-sabinene, d-a-pine-
  ne, d-verbenol, d,l-d-[er- pinenol-(a), menthyl 
  acetate, and 4so-bornyLacetate. Theoccurreoce 

  of the intense line at dv t68z cm-r. seems to 
  suggest that sesquichamene may -haven lin-

  kage of i-methyl cydohexena(t) if cedrene 
  bas a linka~°e of t-metyl-cyclo-pentene {r). 
                             Amhor. 

     The structure of molecules as re-
  venled by dipole moment and Raman 

  spectrum. S. A[izushima. J. Chem. Soc. 
  Jagxzn, 57, C36 (r635).=1'he stmcture of 

  many fundamentll molecules are discussed 
  based on the exptl. results obtained by the 

  author and his m-workers (Phys. Zeit. 28 
  (r9z7), 4tS : 35 (t93a), qOj : 36 (tq3>) ~; 

  Soi. Yapera Ltel. Yhys. Che,n. Brzcarcly 
  Tokyo, 5 zor (rgzy); 9 zoq (tgz8),; 25 

  rj9 (t93a) ; 26 t (tg3a) ; 29 63, r t r, t88, 

  (t93h) ; Bull. Chem..4oe. Jaloan, 10 (ig35). 
  t67; 11 (ig36), jj3, 6q8; etc.). The author 
  is especially interested in the problem of the 

  in[mmola;ular rotation which can be studied 
  most directly by the- measurement of dipole 
  moment and Raman spectrum, since the 

  change of moleculaz symmetry caused by the 
  intmmolecalar rotation brings about the change 

  in the dipole moment as-well as in the selec-
  Lion rule of the Rartian effect. In any studies 

  so tar made the completely free rotation a-
  round asingle bond is not observed, but in some 

  cases n "frozen rotation" without. an oscilla-
  tory rotation of finite amplitude. As to the 

  intramoleculaz forces which give rise to the 
  hindrance of rotation, the exchange repulsan. 

  the electrostatic force and the disppersion at-
   traction are token into account. If, huwever, 

  [he axis of rotation possesses partial)}• the 

  property of a double bond by virtue of the 
  quantummech. resonance, the electronic effect 

  of the bond plays the leading part in this 
  hindrance, (e. g. phenol derivative;, carboxylic
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acids .and esters). For a rotation around a 

pure -singlg Ixnd C-C the mutual energy 
between the rotltin.~ groups is in general of 
the order of magnitude mrnpamblc wiW kT 
at nwm temp., hence the change in the intm-
molecvlar rotational state is easily effected by 
the change n( temp. Author. 

  On the vuriation of diamagnetic sus-
ceptibility of water due to tempera-
ture. K. Flonda and Y. Simizu. liin-
zoln~ uo henkyu. 13; 3tSj-369 (t93fiy-The 

present writers tried m talc. the effect of temp. 
on th_ magnetic susceptibility of water in the 
following way :- The water mot. is assumed 
to be.a neutral atom; and the electrons having 
a distance from [be nucleus greater than the 
mean atomic radius are assumed to become 
free electrons. Then the expansion of volume 
caused by a rise of temp, will increase the 
diamagnetic susceptibility clue to the increase 
ofb~und electrons at the cost of fre: electrons. 
In the lirs[ place, the. atm..number of water 
mot. has been taken to. be to and the degree 
of-ionisation to be o.j6j; then the magnetic 
susceptibility of water. leas been calcd. and the 
calcd. valve (~,yjoX t6-~ is found w agree 
fairly .veil with the observed (-a7zoX to'`I-
In the semnd place. under the same assump-
tion, the variation of the diamagnetic suscep-
tibility of waterduetoa rise of temp. is calcd, 
from the change of density; the agreement 
between the olserved and calcd. values is also 
satisfactory, as shown in the table below :-

AB TRACTS

Temp. ~ Ikmity

90° 
70° b

o° 

SOo 
40° 
j0o 
20° 
IO° 
40

  0.9653 
  0.9778 
 o.98;z 
  o.g88I 
  o.g9zz 
 09957 
  o.g98z 
  0.9997 
  L0000

  (tbeor.)

IA2]2 
IArb9 
LoIZ3 
rAO83 
LooSo 
IAOZO 
L0000 
0.9987 
o.998q

z,e/:aex Io^ 
  fobs)

[A2ra 
norSS 
r.orar 
r.oo66 
r,oo5r 
tAO3r 
r.oooo 

o.gg8r 
o.9g56

                             Author 

  Interchange equilibrium between 
methylalcohol andheavy hydrogen. G. 
Okamoto and J. Kwan. J. Chem. b'aa .la-
pan: 57, nyg-tt89 (t936).-Isotopic partition

ac"1'S VoL.XI 

between hydroxyl group of methyl alcohol. 
rapour and hydrogen. gas tt.•ts decd. by the 
following expts. with the result xOH/xH=t.74 
tatgo where x aze atomic percentage of D. 
t) About 89b ski&ed methyl alcohol ivas 
shaken with hydrogen in the presence of Pt 
cttalyst to attain an interchange equil, [he 
latter .being decd, by analysing the both- for 
deuterium content. z) 1lethyliodide derived 
from the. meths•I alcohol used was analysed for 
deuterium content to confirm that only hy-
drogen atoms in the hydroxyl group were 

partaking the interchange equil. 3) Shifted 
methyl alcohol and its vapour at an inter-
change eyuil. with the former were separa[el}' 
burned and anal used for deuterium content 
m find that deuterium was shifted by roy 
toward the liquid phase. Combining the 
obtained result by means of statistical mech. 
expression of partition eyuil. with the ob-
served vibmtional frequencies of methyl al-
rnbol by Bartholome and Sacchse, it w•as calcd. 
that the unknown treo frequeucies should ix 
associated with isotopic shift, dv=z5o-3to 
cm ' in total, assumin they were high enough 
[o identify the vibrational partition function to 
unity. Author. 

  On the size dependency of diamag-
netic susceptibility of quartz. Y. Shimizu 
and N. Takatori. Sci. I2apta. lokoku Imp. 
flaia. Honda Anniv, Vol. 3o6-3tr (r 936). 
-The study on the dependency of diamag-

netic susceptibili[}• of a substance upon its 
size has been an atmcting subject. In the 

present investigation, the diamagnetic suscep-
ribility of small nmins of yuartz was measured 
in various sizes; which had been obhined b}• 
the precipitation method, and decd. with a . 
high magnification microscope. The magnetic 
mev5uremenG were done by the zero method, 
with an app. of Fogx-F'orrer's type improved. 
by Y. Shimizu, one of the autlwrs. The result 
has shown that the diamagnetic susceptibility 
of the yuartz powder decreases with the dimi-
nution of its size,-the rate of [lecreasing with 
diminishing in its size. Author. 

  Porality of chemical compounds. I%.
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K. Higasi. Roll. Inst. Phys. Chem. Re-
atareh, 15, 776-7 (t 936).-The writer believes 
that the solvent effect on the dipole moment 
can be interpreted as the induction polarisation 
of the solvent by the hipole of the aolute. In 
this paperbis view was esnmined by the meas-
urements on the elec. moments of i-propyl 
and i-hutyl alcohol in solo. The results were 
as follows: i-propyl alcohol t.yo6D in CsHs 
and t.gy~D in CS., i-butyl alcohol r.7oaD in 
C,H, and r.gtgD in CS,. Furthermore, the 
moment in solo. of is ipropyl ether and pen-
tachlorethane were also explained from the 
same standpoint. Au[hor. 

  Number of interchangeable hydrogen 
atoms in complex salts. G. Okamoto 
and S. Abe. J. G'hem. Soc. Japan. 57, [ t y6-
i t78 (ry36}.-To avoid the ambiguity of the 
atomic fraction mtto in determining the number 
of interchangeable hydrogen atoms, (n~, about 
twyo heavy water was used, making the 
opparent atomic fraction ratio nearly unity. 
Four complex salts used were as follows: 
(Co(\ Ha)fi)c (~a)a _ H_O, ~CofNHi)sN0_) 
tae. Ccn(ivH,y,H,ojcl,. Cco(NH~,(co,))cl. 
A knoten quantity of the sample was dissolved 
in an excess of too9o heavy water and seed. 
from the water after the interchange. eyuil. was 
established. 'The qumuity of deuterium left 
behind per mot of the salt was found by 
washing out all deuterium in the heavy salt 
with light water and by analysing the latter 
for deuterium content. 'T'hese procedure was 
traced mathematically, and i[ was found tha[ 
the lower limits of nk were fairly close to the 
stochiometrical upper limit of the salts: all 
hydrogen a[oms in thesalts were interchange• 
able, Author. 

  Propargation of combustion along 
the surface of inflammable liquid. V., 
VI. Effect of winds on the velocity 
of propagation. T. Kimban. Ball. Inel, 
Phpa. Chem. Rearareh. 15, 87t-gi25. Eogo-
rtoq (r936).-To im~estigace the effect of winds 
on thevelgcity of propagation of combustion 
alongthe surface of in6ammable liijui<l, pure 
alcohol was made to )z contained at the

r-Grnera! rtvd Ph Cynca!' hnaufry gj 

bottom of a horizontal pipe; of rectangulaz 
cross section, which is closed at iU one end 
-with a plate having a small circular opening 
through which air is to be. drawn out while 
the combustion takes place. Alcohol was 
kindled at its. centre, and the velocities of pro-

pagation both along and against [he winds 
were, al the same time, measured photogra-

phically. In the case when the temp. of 
alcohol wasbeuveeii y°C and z7°C; 'and the 
wind velocity in pipe was I?ss than z3cm/ 
sec, the following results were obtained. (t) 
The velocity of propagation towards the open 
end (i. e, in un(avornble n•ind), together with 
the one towards the closed enrl (i. e. in favorable 
wind), decrease as the wind velocity increasra. 

(z) lYhen there is no wind, the velocity towards 
the open end is greater than whaE is opposite 
to this. (3) When the temp, is high, the former 
velocity remains the greater even when winds 
are applied. (q) But at lowtemps., it appears 
that the former has a tendency to become 
slightly smaller than the latter. The change 
of outward appearance of [he progressing Hame 
clue to winds and the cooling effect of the air 
stream nn the surface of alcohol were also 
investigated, and some discussions were made 
with retard to these four expll, results. 

                            Author. 

   Fluorescence and magnetic suscepti-
bility. T. Taktiuchi, •P. Ioai and K. Inamura. 
See. Repts. Tolioku.Finp. fluiv. Honda Anniv. 
Vol. 3az-3r3 (r936}.-Ayueous solo. of aescu-
lin, one of stiongly fluorescent substances, is 
introduced into a capillazy tube, whose menis-
cus is placed in the inhomogenous part of the 
field behveen the pole-pieces of a potcerful 
electromagnet of the Naa~aolta type excited by 
a current o[ r. amperes. By an impingement 
ofultra-violet )fight from a mercury lamp Focus-
sed by means of n concave mirror against the 
surface of solo., a small shift in the equil. 

position of the meniscus is noted ; this indicates 
an increase in susceptibility of the solo. The 
maximum displacement obsen~ed was about 
.one half of the scale division of the micrometer 
eyepiece of a telernicroscope. Since 1hy rise 
in temp. of the solo. occurring in the course

.~i~ ~ --
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of a single reading 71ue to the exposure to the 
light must accompany a shift in the opposite 
direction, and the illumination near the meni-
scus shows no perceptible effect upon the 
capillarity action, the shift measured is due 
chie6y to the change of the susceptibility 
correlating m [he 8tiorescence. Author. 

   R-ray interference as. seen from a 

geometrical point-of view. ?vI: I4iarue. Sci. 
Repts. T'olmka brp. Lbtiv. Honda Aunty. 
Vol, qg-ttz (tg36)-Interference curves which 
occur -in different methods of Gray analysis 
are universally investigated, and an advanced 
correlation is found henveen these curves and 
the mode of existence of atom-plane. roc the 
convenience of analysis the autbor has allotted 
a new meaning upon atom-plane. It is con-
sidered as a pile of edui-dishtnt pimllel planes. 
instead of single ]aver; con/aining mul6lude of 
atoms in each layer. Being thus defined and 

provided with some. other devices it plays a 
new r&le as a geametrical itlra, having three 
degree of freedom-two as direction and one as 
layer distance. One degrce is lowered by 
Bragg's law and its freedom becomes sync) to 
thatof a point upon photographic film. If 
another condition treads. on, the interference 
spot will be liniitedon certain curve.. All the 
figure; of inter(ererice are classified into five 
types such as azimuth conic, asteriscate, granule 
circle, zone curve and layer line, of which each 
is shown to 1>e a uSodified projection of certain 
space-curve dedved from one of five conditions 

given to the atom-plane. Throughout the course 
of this work no other method- of analysis 
is taken thm those of m-nrditrdte geometn•, 
Inversion, a kind of transfa~mation,. is thought 

profitable here 1>eiog used to explain [he nature 
of cures '['his .vork may serve to dispel the 

perplexity which w gloomily rovered this 
doniaim of optic. Author. 

  Studies on the photochemical activa-
tion of the oxydation-action of metallic 
complex salts. -~• Watanabe. Iuata Ltet. 
L'lmtt I'ifae/tern., 2, 97-tz8 (t q36).-The loves-. 
ti~alion of the author ]tas been carried out to 
study the influence of light•on the ptalytic

ABSTRACTS                                       ~'ol. XI 

oxidation of metallic mmplex salts. The oxi-
dation of potassium iodide, pyrogallol, benzi-
dine, p-phenylendiamine and nndi-reagent cord 
the splitting o/ hydrogen peroxide by certain 
metallic mmplex salts is-promoted under the 
actionobuktm-violet and visible Tight rays. 
Even throe mmplex sale which exhibit in 
darkness no oxidative or catalytic activity, were 
made active photochemical)}•. This action of 
light is manifested only when the: mmplex 
salts and substances are illuminated in reaction 
mixture. The precious illumination of any 
single component has no influence upon the 
velocity of .reaction. Amongst the rays from 
the mercury lamp the light of d=366 cop 
shoos the greatest rleeree of the photochemical 
action, which is easily understood from the 
absxplion property of the mmplex salts used. 
In the case of the oxidation of pyrogalWl by 
mmplex salts certain accelerating action of 
infra-red rays was observed. R`ilh regard to 
the relation between the structure of complex 
salts and the photochemical reactivity, it is 
noticed that amongst [he nitro-cobaltic mmplex-
es those which contain hvo iV0_-groups were 
most strongly activated by light 'I'!te oxidative 
action croceo-chloride trams) is more strongly 
accelerated than tbat of flavo-chloride (cis). 
In salts of dre type ~Co(vHr),gX), the coordi-
natively combined acid groups show influence 
on the degree of the photochemical activation 
in dte following order : SCN~NO,~CO,~CI. 
As to the mechanism of the observed ligbt 
action, the author has considered that certain 
metallic mmplex salts, through absorption of 
light energs-, become more unstable and increase 
their tendencies to h1'~ration and hydrolysis, 
the change which is, according m Shibata's, 
theory essential for the. catalytic actions of 
these compounds. Author. 

  Studies on the catalytic action of 
metallic complex compounds. II. IC, 
Shihata grid A- \\'atanabe. luata InxG Plant 
Bioclrem. 2, q7 (ty36): The metrllic mmplex 
salts of diHereot kinds have the power to form 
indophenole from nadi-reagent. Some complex 
salts attack• selectively certain polyphenols or 
aromatic amines, which reminds us of the
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  specific acfions of oxidizing enzymes. These 

  selective behaviours probably depend upon the 

  fact, that the substance in question is to be 
  easily coordinated into complexnucleus or not. 

  In the case of the nadirection of metallic com-

  plex salts the inhibitory action of substances 
  such as cyanide, hydroxylamine and others 

  manifest itself even in a very dilute solo. The 

  addn. of colloids in the reaction medium 
  enhances noticeable the oxidative action of 

  metallic complex stilts on o-and p-polyphenols 

  is delayed by addn, of m-polvphenols, which 

  are able to form complex with metal, but not 
  osidisable. Benzaldehyde, thioglycolic acid 

  and linoleic acid were also used as suhstmles 
  for the oxidative action of some metallic salts. 

  The various metallic complex sale act peroxi-
  datic ; For example Co(II)-complex and trinitro-
  triammincohal[ oxidise the substances only in 

  the presence of hydrogen peroxide, while many 
  others show in the presence of hydrogen per-

  oxide an extremely strong oxidative action. By 
  the oxidative action of metallic complex salts 

  nn various substrates hydrogen peroxide is 

  producai. The addn. of complex s•lts, which 
  act peroxidatic, as well as natural peroxidase, 

  is thus able b enhance the oxidative action 
  of other metallic complex salts as well as 

  of natural oxidases Certain complex saps, 
  especially those which act peroxidatic, have 
  more or less the ability to split hydrogen per-
  oxide into water and oxygen, The catalytic 

  as well as peroxidatic activation of hydrogen 

  peroxide occur presumably by coordination of 
  the latter molecule in metal complex nucleus. 

  The freyvently observed inhibition of the action 
  of natural catalase by certain metallic complex 

  salts strongly indicate their common reaction 
  mechanism. The velocity of oxidative action 

  of metallic complex silts is dependent on the 
  tension of oxygen. Yet the oxidation of sub-

  stance can proceed rapidly, even in vacuum 
  or nitrogen atmosphere, wh:n the H-acceptor, 

  such as chinon which can he coordinated in 
  metallic complex, is present. Therefore it is 
  clear that the mechanism of the action of 
  metallic complex salts is the same as that of 
  the so-called dehydrogennses or oxido-rerluc-

  tive enzymes. Author.

r-Gennx! and Ph!• lira! Chen,irrry 9i 

  Studies on.the kineticaof the decom-
position of dibromosuceinic acid into 
monobromofumaric acid in heterogene• 
ous systems. B. 'I'amamushi and H. 
Umezawa. BaIG Ckern. Soc. Tayatx. 11, 66~-
685(rg36): The Kinetics of the following reac-
tion : dl-Dibromosuccinic Acid=Monobrnmo-
fumaric Acid+Hydrobromic Acid was studied 
in aqueous ~In. both in homogeneous and in 
heterogeneous Systems, the latter in existence 
of t) silica gel, z) sugarcharcoal, 3) haemin-
sugarcharcoal. 1'he expt. in each case was 
tarried out at t3igerent temp. namely at 30°, 
qo°, and 5o°C. The reaction on silica gel is 
monomolecular and it proceeds slightly quicker 
than the homogeneous reaction, while the 
reaction on charcoals is more or less receded 
and its velocity is given by the eyvation 

      dx k (a-xJ 
      dt r+bs ' 

where a represent the initial morn. of the 
reacting substance, x the amount of the snb-
stanc~e decomposed in time r, and both a and 
b are courts. It [vas shown that the tesuhs 
of kinetic measurement can be understood by 
the adsorption relation of the reacting substance 
and the reaction products on [he catalyst. In 
the case of silica gel, there is no retarding 
effect of the reaction products, for these are 
adsorbed weaker than the reacring substance. 
On the other hand, in the case of charcoals, 
the reaction product, monobromofumaric acid, 
is adsorbed stronger than the reacting sub-
stance, and this must be the cause of the 
retardation. The obtained result are not in 
tlisaccoalance with: Kruyt's theory ofmolecular 
orientation in heterogeneous catalysis, but the 
above mentioned relation in adsorption may 
have a greater influence on the velocity of the 
studied reaction. From the measurement of 
the temp. coeff. of the reaction, the energy of 
activation was rated. as follows : F.=rogz5 for 
the homogeneous reaction, E=wzgo for the 
reaction on silica gel, E=t6r3o for the rcte-
tion on sugar-charcoal and E=ro885 cal. for 
the reaction on haemin-sugar-charcharaal. 
Thcsr results were explained from the st.•md-
point of Polany-Hinshehvood's theory of the 
activation energy in heterogena~us reactions
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The: intensity.. of the binding .force between 
adsoibed molecules and catalyst wasalso taken 
in consideration in accounting for the reac[ionr 
mechanism. _ .4uthor. 

  Crystal structure of the aliphatic 
compound, I-II. Y. Tanaka and R. Koba-
yashi. T. Soc. Chem. Ind. Japan. 39, ;r t-
1713 (rg36),-(t) The authors derive. the sim-

plest crystal .structure among the aliphatic sub-
stances, the "paraffin wax lattice " (desigttated 
by the authors) from the diamond lattice. The 

paraffin svax lattice explains the crystallogra-
phic and stereochemical properties of the ,a-
paraflin hydrocarbon. The quadri-valency of 
carbon atom and the uni-valency of hydrogen 
atom in the u-paraffin hydrocarbon. crystal can 
not he more clearly illustrated. In the nest 
place, we remark that every carbon atom in 
the paraffin svax IaUice is the centre of a 
tetrahedmn, composed of the adjacent two 
carbon atomsand hvohydrogen atoms. Thus, 
the.•carlnn atoms in a molecule bind with 
each other to. the directioaoP roq° s8'. (z) 
According tdlhe paraffin waz lattice,.themain 
diameters of the n-paraffin 'hydrocarbon nio-
lecule, C„H,„fz are summarised by the follow-
ing eyuation, D=d+d•(n+t)•sin tog°z8'/z= 

Here, D denotes the main dtame[er, d the 

diameter of carbon atom (=t.j4 A), and n the 
number of carbon atotns in a n-parffin hydro-
carbon molecule. "1'he main diameters, calcd-
from the above eyuation, are equal W the main 
spacings resulted by the ~-my analysis with 
regard to the n-pamflin hydrocarbon. Thus, 
it may be naturally assumed that the main 
spacing of the u-paraffin hydrocarbon crystal 
and the main diameter of the n-paraffin hy-
drocarbon molecule in the paraffin wax lanice 
are the same in cbamcter. (g) Furthermore, 
the short diameters of the n-paraffin hydro-
carton molecules are evpressni by the follon•-
ing formulae, 

   D'=h+Id+lz) •.sin toq°z8'/z=.3,t8 (A) 
  D"=h+rl • cos tog°z8'/2+(d+h} • cos 

° 

                 toq°z8'/z=3.4i (A) 
Here, D' aril D"denote.-the short d)ameter

Vol. Xl

and h the diameter of hydrogen atom (=t.o6 
?.). 1'he sbortdiameters, D' and D" are con-
stant and independentbn the kinds of the re-
pam(fin hydrocarbon. In the same way. the. 
cros-sectionab areas of the n-pamflin hydro-
carbon molecule may be expressed by the 
following eyuations, 

  a,=D•D'=3.t8 (z.797+r.zjy u) 1~~`I 

   y°=D.,, D=3•{S (z.797-I-t.zjy n) (art 
   Here, ~1., dr, and ~v denote the cros-

sectional areas It is further shown that the 
average cross-sectional area of n-octane mole-
cule, calcd. from [he diffusion cceff. of rtoclane 
vapour by Edward Mack, ;5.t A° mrcesponds 
to -9~, that is, .4~ (or u-octane molecule=3.aj 

(t.7g7+t.z57X8}=4;.; :',°• "I'Le agreement 
is good within the exptl. error. (q) Tlms, the 
volume of the n-paraffin hydrocarbon may 6e 
illustrated by the following formula. V=D• 

D' • D"=to.97 {z.797t t.z57 n) X to-YZ (cc) 
On theother hand, the eyuation for mass of the 
rt-paraflin hydrocarbon, C„IIxu+z, is 

  :11=~t9.79n+t.66z(zn+z)~x to-"'= 

   The .true density or the density under the 
stable equal. of the u-paraffin hydrocarbon, 
C„Hz„;z, may be therefore expressed by the 
(olbaing eyuation, 

 S=t1QV=(z3. t t qn+3.3z;)/13o.yfi+ t 3.Szn). 
   The true density, S refers to the molecular 

volume V; at which all atoms in the n-paraffin 
hydrocarbon crystal are in'.stable eyuil. The 
corresponding molecular volume at melting 

point, V' is t.8z~z.oz times as great as I', 
that is, V'/V=S/S=t.8z~z.oz Here, S 
represents the specific graviq• of rr paraffin 
hydrocarbon at mehing point. Thus, the mean 
ammic spacing of [he u-p~ratfin hydrocarbon 
at.-melting point is zz-Vz6q greacer than the 
corzaponding atomic spacing in stable eyuil. 
namely, (V'/V)3={S/S )}=t.zz~t.z6. (;) 
According to the paraffin waz lattice, the volu-
metric. spacing of, methyl group in the n-paralTn 
hydrocarbon molecule or distance from the end 
hydrogen atom ofinethyl group to the adjacent 
carhgnatom may be easily coptputcd. Good 
agreement between-these computed values and
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the sick spacings regarding the n-paraffin hy-
drocarbon indicates that the side spacings con-
cern a~th X-my absorption of the and methyl 

group in the re-paraffin hydmcarhon molecule. 
(6) It is clear that the lailice most. or distances 
behveen two adjacent atomic rows of'the pr-
raffin umx lath a arc different from ttmsc of 
the diamond lattice -of the same variety. 
Now, let the lattice spacings, parallel to ibe 
3 axes, he a, L and c (tir c') may tx: rnlcd. 
as follows 

  a=d-sin ttiq°z8'/z=t.z6 (,1) 
  b=d-• cos roq°z8'/z+(d+h) • cos 

e 

  c=h=r.o6 (.a) 
  c'=(d+h)•sin coq°z8'/z=t.o6 (.°1) 

Thus, the lattice musts. of the p<tratfin wax 
                   ° e 

lattice, a=r.z6A, b=n6j A and c=c'=t.o6 

° A. (7) The resultant force of atomic attrac-
tions in a n-paraffin hydrocarbon molecule 
composes, according to the pam~n wax lattice,

6'rtdioelem. b PhNorkm. 9!1

n force field of rhomh, whose adjacent angles 
are rap, coq°z8' and 7o°3z'. The funda-
mental aysta] is therefore of rhombic plate 
whose neighbouring crystal angles are measured 
by toy°z8' and yo°3i', and ttelongs naturally 
to the onho-rhombic system, as already repor-
ted by the authors. In the (undament:il cn-stah 
let the latgth of main axis be the main dia-
meter, D(=z•797 +i.zg7 n), [hen hvo other 
crystal axes are tesp. equal to.D • cot coq°a8'/z 
and the short diameter D(=3.r8). An eyua-
tinn for theaxial ratio regarding the fundamen-
tal crystal of the n-paraffin hydrorarhon is given 
as follows 

  n : L : c=D : D • cot tcq°z8'/z : 3. t8= 
                      t : o•7tq : 3.r8/D. 

Turthermore, the methane crystal lattice may 
be assumed to be of the same variety as the 
original diamond lattice (nr a face-cenned cube 
I:Ufice), and b long'exceptiontdly to the-cubic 
system. Author,

2-ATOMIC STRUCTURE, RADIOCHEMISTRY 

      AND PHOTOCHEMISTRY

  On the groundatate of the hydrogen 
molecule. T. taaan~ mi}•a. Frm. Phy:llath. 
Soc..7aprn. 3, t8, aq7-5o6(tg36).-The calcns. 
of the dissocn. energy and the wave function 
at the equilibrium distance of nuclei are rtrried 
out. Thewave function is assumed as a linear 
combination of functions of the form 

   •(SFIkF, :a~P,m(r/t)P,i (rl:)'1-
      £sv$ k~Pi (r/e)Pvm('7,)}corm (Wi-Nt)~ 

(all suffixes and powers are integers and Q, >7 
are elliptic coordinates), each of which may he 
interpreted as ¢ rough approxn. for (tsa)°, 
tsozso, (zpo) ; rsa3dd, (zpn)=, etc. according 
as the increasing values of k, 1, m. The Ritz-
method is used. The calcd. value of the 
di~ocn. energy is 3.q4 e. v., being smaller 
than the ezptl, value 4.a e. v. It is also smaller 
than the value calcd. theoretically b}• James 
and Coolidge. Author.

  Elementary calculations on the slow-
ing down of neutrons by a thin plate. 
H. Yukawa.. Pros Phys: JI¢th. Soc. Japan. 
18, 507 (tg36).=I'he energy distribution of 
neutrons slowed down by a-thin plate contain-
ing hydrogen, whose thickness is small 
compared with the mean free path of the 
incident neutrons of definite energy, is calcd. 
for following cases, taking only the single and 
the doublescatterings into account. i) Normal 
incidence : in this case, the distribution func-
tion for slow neutrons increases with decreasing 
energy E as -log E. ii) A point source 
in 3his case, the distribution fw,ction is nearly 
cons[. iii) A point source and a small detec-
tor placed face to face on either side of the 

plate : in this case also, the distribution func-
tion of neutrons, which hit the detector. after 
;itigle scattering,is nearly most. 

                          Anthor.
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  On the calculation of atomic energy 
levels. T. Yamanouchi. Prroc. Phye-3fath. 
Soc..Ippan. III, 18, 6zq (t936).-The method 
for finding the energies of an atom or an ion 
in a specified electron configuration arising 
from a. definite parent term are described in 
most sgeneml manner, For this purpose, the 
representations of the symmetric group rr„ are 
constmcted in the Fortns reducer! for the sub-

group rr°_r. In most simple cases, however, 
only the diagonal sums of the representations 
for the,parts occupied by the irreducible re-

presentations of rr„-r are needed. They are 
given in simple formulae for the transpositions 
by u[ilumg the Dirac's identity. The results 
are compared with the terms of d° p configu-
rations with satisfactory agreement. 

                          Author. 

  On the energy states of valency elec-
trons in some metals. I, I : The crystal 
energy levels of valency electrons in 
Zn, bI. SatB. Sci. Repta. Tahoket Imp. Univ. 
Honda Anniv. Vol. t36 ([9361.-From the 
analysis of L-non-diagram lines a', a:', (i'. ~" 
and of Osgood's lines, of Zn, the crystal energy 
levdsof valency electrons in Zn were sought, 
and 6levels were decd. ; the energy- distances 
from K-level were found ro be 7to.gzo, yn. 
040, yn.z8o; 7fl.zgq, 7r?•33j, and 9n.859 
in Rydberg unit In comparison ofthese val-
ues with the curves of K-absorption edges for 
Zn and forLn0; due to Barnes, some levels, 
the existence of which Ireing still yin doubt, 
were deed. ~ Author. 

  Ori the energy states of valency elec-
trons in some metals. I, 3 t The statio-
nary states of valency electrons in Zn-
crystal. Ai. SatB. Sci. Repte. 1'olioka bop. 
Univ. 25, yyt (tg36),-The photcelec. threshold, 
photcelep selective emissions and selective 
absorptions of 1igh4 of Zn, have. been explained 
in thetenns of the energy levels of the valency 
electrons that were decd. in the papers already 
published, and the natrire of the so-called 
potential energy barrier in the surface la}•er of 
solid-Zn has thus been clarified. Further, 
based on the results above obtained and refer-

   5 RACTS Vd. X1

ring to photo-conductive effect it has been 

concluded that the levels E, and E, are the 

conduction levels of the valency electrons and 
that, in the bulk mass of solid•Ln, the levels, 

E„ E_, E, and E„ at least, are stationary 
ones z1 discussion regarding the origin of 

the fatal}'tic action in the surface layer of solid-

Zn has also been made. Author. 

   On the Zeeman effect of indium 

0 lines =Ya,;-=Si. (d.t 4jrt and 4toz A). 'L. Okubo and. S SatB. Sci. Rya. Toboku 
bop. Utaiv. Honda Anniv. Vol. 8-zy (tgg6). 
-The Zeemam effect of indium lines =Pay}-
°S3 was studied with a small LummerGehrke 

plate, in a heterogcous ma,S+netic field. As the 
deficiency of resolving power of the instrument 
used and the superimposition of the patterns 
of the neighbouring orders make it hard to 
count the numbers of fine components belonging 
to each grope Paschen-Bacl• component, the 
valve of the nuclear spin of indium atom has 
not been atsolutely decd. However, it was 
found that she obtained 7-eeman p~ttems, re-

garding the variations of the sepns as well as 
the intensities of the components with the stren-

gths of the fielri applied and else the breadths 
of each probe Paschen-Back mmponeny are in 
better agreement with those which are deduced 
Irom Goudsmit and Backers lormnla in the 
case where the nuclear spin is taken as q/z 
than as r/z. The former value of the spin is 
the one that has been inferred from the recent 
investigations on the hyperfine structures of 
indium lines and the latter is dte one that was 
.believed at first for a little while to be probable. 

                               Autha'. 

   On the scattering of fast electrons 
by thin foils of beryllium. H. Saegusa 
and K. Kikuchi. Set. Repte. Tohoku Imp. 
Univ. Honda Anniv, Vol, yz (tg36).-Total 
angular distribution of the scattered electrons 
by a thin foil of beryllium was observed, 
using Nvo similary made Geiger electmn coun-
ters and pro amplifiers. One of the electron 
counters was fixed at a scattering angle of qj° 
and the other is made adjustable within a range 
of angles from 30° to tto°. The electron
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counters mere operated concurrently and dis-
charges due to the scattered electron at each 

uncle tcere recorded hoth on a same rolled 

paper. 'Fhus the. ratios of thenumber of [he 
scattered electrons at various angles to that. ar 

the filed an eJe of 4j° sere obtained, unit from 

those ratios the angular distribution .cal cal-

cd. Comparing the va]aes by the present 

authors'and those by I{lemperer with the values 
'r:

alcd. from TVentzel's formula, it was fommd 
that .the authors' agreed Ixtter wish those of 
~1'entzeLlhan those of Klemperer. 

       - Author .

3-ELECTROCHEMISTRY AND THERMOCHEMISTRY

  The electrolytic formation of persul-

phate. I. R. \Iatsuda. Bvtll. Chem. 6'oe. 
Japan, 11, t (t 937). R. hlatsuda and T'. ]ri-
shimori. II ibld., 11, 7jo (tg36); The mech. of 
the anodic formation of persulphate is studied. 
K. F.16s and O. Schbnherr (7,. Elektroehent., 1, 
4r7 (r8g4) attribute irsformation to two dis-
charged HSO,'-ions uniting together. The pre-
sent authors consider, however, according to 
their expts. that persulphuric acid is formed h}• 
the oxidation of sulphuric acid with the anodic 
oxygen, and sn OH'-ions play an importanC 
role in this anodic reaction. Electrolyses of 
{I) sulphuric acid, (lI) the same marg. various 
proportions of ammonium sulphate,. and (IIIJ 
neutral ammonium sulphate solo. are studied 
over a compamtirelp hide range of conen. 

(I) which coots. the least of OH'-ions among 
the three kinds of solo., when the conen. is 
the same, has the smallest current eHieiency. 
The more ammonium sulphate the electrolyte 
mote., the greater the current e/Fciency : hence 
the neutral ammonium sulphate solo. which 
has the ~ cutest morn. of OH'-ions maintains 
the greatest current efficiency. These fans can 
possibly explained by the,present authors' view, 
but not by Elbs'. Influences ofaddingva;iou 
rations, I3', K', Na; NH„ LP, Mg" Zn", 
Fe ", Al"', Cu". and Cd", of disusing dia-

phragm, and also of viscosity of the electrolyte 
are considered aswell. Author. 

  On the oxidation equilibrium of Mag-
nesium chloride by water vapour. K. 
Sano, .J Chem. Sce..7aliara, 57, 7otq-tozq 
(rg36J: The oxidation eyuil. of magnesium

chloride was im~estigated by the suatical method 
at the temp. jzj°^-6zt° n~it6 a specially de-
signert app, consisting of a glass spring mano-
meter and two reaction chambers, each kept 
in a. thermostu having different lemgs. 
1<Iagnesium chloride contd. inone of the reac-
tion chambers was oxidized 6y the water vapour 
of known pressure produtttil 6y dissociation of 
magnesium chloride hesahydi~ate in the other, 
and total pressure of the reaction chamber was 
measured by the glass spring manometer. 
From the results obtained, come thermodyna-
mical value> of magnesium chloride and the 
equiL. roosts. of the reactions ?1TgOtC-~C'1.= 
1VIgCI,tCO and l~1gOtCOtCl,=11IgC1,t 
CO, were ruled. Author. 

  One measuring method of oxidation 
equilibrium of metal by carbon dioxide. 
K. Sano. J. Client. Soc. Japan. 57, tozj-
toz7 (tggo).-~ simple device is made in the 
method of the detn. of oxidation eyuil. of 
metals by carbon dioxide and is applied to 
thereaction Fe+CO:=FeO+CO. The equil. 
wrists. obtained are in good agreement with 
those of Eastman. Author. 

  Direct determination of the heat of 
sorption ofwater vapour on cellulose 
with ice calorimeter. S. Oguri and T. 
Yosbida. Il'aeeda dypld, Chem. Soc. Bull. 13, 
(q) r-6 {rg36).-Lt the present study the authors 
deal: directly the heat of sorption of water va-
pour on cellulose at o°C. by means of ice calori-
meter. As a sampleof cellulose the authors 
used the standard cotton cellulose prepd. by
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the method proposed by the Amedcan Chem-
icil ~tciety (fnd. Eng. Chem-, r9z3,. 7q8). 
The cellulose sample, which had-been dried 

previously in a desiccator for .about twenty 
clays, teas placed in a glass tube filed in the 
ice calorimeter and was dried thoroughly (or 

48 hrs. by dry air which wasallotved to sweep 
through the glass tube.. The air said, acith 
water t•apour at o°C. was then introduced 
into the tube d for g minutessn that the sample 
absorheil the possible: amt. of water vapour. 
The 'system was Then. cut oB' from the air 
supply and allowed to stand-until the wt. of 
the mercury in the ice atlorimeter attained 
most. To test Wr possible leakage of heat in 
the ice calorimeter blank test. was carried out 
under the same condition before the ea-pts, 
from which it was foundthat the leakage vad-
ed io proportion to time. The obtained heat 
of sorption (or t gm of water vapour is to98 
~qt5 ctrl. In the above calm. the authors 

assumed that the sample would absorb rq.gq 

gm of water in the satd. water vapour at o°C. 
                                 Author.

  1lieasurement of the potential of 
zincelectrade in dry cells, I. G. Fuseya, 
T. Mivakaw•a and Y. Akai. Bull. Toyoda 
Rea. I~np. Lnenliun Soc. J¢patt. 4, 48-6q 

(rg36). Wince it is not yet known how the 
potential of theiinc electrode.. changes .vith [he 
conch. of the solo. or with the temp. the e. 
m. f. soLlhefolloavi~g cells avere measured at 
e°,. to°, r8°, a5° and 30°, the compn. of the 
solo. having- been varied as shown in Table 
t. 

ZnsHg ~ NH,C}(Ag)+ZnCh(13g)+H,O 
 {rooog) (KCI sat.} ~ KCI(O.tN), HgCI-Hg 

 Table t. Specific Gravities and Pa of the Solar. 
           °sed: 

           NigaCl ZnCI.,. 
Solo. No. (mots} (moll) d=5,t Pn 

   (:) 9.673 0.3668 r:oSo q.6z 
  {z) 5:607 0.3668 t:oSS q.66 
   (3) 6:5ga o.366S - q.7o 
   (q) 4~@T °•7337 r:r06. q.56 
   (5) ~ 5.607 o•j337 tart 4.60 
   (6) 6.5gz 0.7337 -- 463 
   The results of the measurement are given 

in Table z.

 Table z. The Potential of 7.i0c F.tec[r0de zgai0st 
          Deci0ormal Calomel Electrode. 

Sota ivo: xo° r8° 300 
   (r) _x.x56z -xa6x5 -r.x693 
  (z) -x.x65r -x.rjro -r.x7g6 
  (3) -r.t7z7 -nt7S6 -r.t874 
  (q) -x;rgzt -nxg7o -nx5gp 
  (5) -x:x5xq -ra565 -xabgz 
  (6) -at593 -ta65o -xa736 
  Thebigher the temp. the greater the concn. 

of ATH,C] and the less the concn. iif 'Encl., 
the lower is the potential. Author. 

  Thermochemicalstudy of inorganic 
compounds with the non-isothermal adi-
abatic calorimeter. I. Determination 
of the integral heat of . solution of KCI. 
Z. Shibata and Y. 'I'erasaki. J. Chem Sac. 
.7apan. 57, vo8-n_n (ig36).-The construc-
tion of Che non-ixithermal adiabatic calorimeter 
tehich the authors used, is described and the 
sensibility was confirmed by the deln. of _the 
integral heat of solo. of ICI. The result is 

following L c = o.g KCI gz44t; cnl.            tao H,O ~_-
The value complelelp coincided with that of 
E. Lange and his coworkers. Author. 

  Thermochemical study of inorganic 
compounds with the nan-isothermal adi-
abatic calorimeter, II. Detn. of the 
heat of hydration of BaCle(s) and the 
first heat of solution of BaSOa(sJ. 'l.. 
Shibata and Y. Terasaki. .7• C[ttnn. Soc. 
.7apan. 57, tztz-tzr6 (tg36).-The heat of 
sole. of BaCle_(s) and BaCI_.zH:O (s) were 
decd. by the non-isothermal adiabatic ca-

lorimeter BaCI.(s) : Lc(=.o.r BaCI: ~z$45                                too. H~O 

f r t cah73aC7:.z II.O(s) : Lc( o.r BaCI. ~_                           ttw H,O 
-43h7tro cal. From the above theheat of 

hydration of BaCI: was calcd.: dQ=7zrz 
trz cal. The beat of precipitation of the 
reaction,. K_S0,)(aq)tBaCl:(aq)r=BaSO,(s)-F 
zKCI(aq) was decd. using ATH~\Oa as 
magulater and with the heat of dilution of 
Ii.SO„ BaCI_ and K(.9 the first heat of solo. 
of BaSO. has olHained, Lo=-5$o5-trz cal. 

                          Author. 

  On the equilibrium in the reaction
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of fayalite by carbon ,monoxide. K. 
Saoo. I~inzoku no Ifenkyrc 13, 389-393 
{ig36).-The reduction. equil. of fayalite hy 
carbon monoxide-wasiiivesu~°ated thcrmodyna-
mically liy means of fhe. eaten. of the free 
energy ot , the formation of fayalite and ferrous 
oxide: The reaction of the eyuil: must. and 
the tempt, was fovnrl as follows : IogKv = 
-988.o53/T-3.;8 ylog T+o:ooo7q t T-
o.oaxoo68T=+9.377. Author. 

   Some thermodynamical values of the 
fransformation ofiron and manganese. 
K. Sane. Piirtzoku no Kenkyu. 13, q3z-436 
{tgg6).-Some themaodynamical values of the 
transformations of irou and manganese are 
caled. from the exptl. values of heat content 
obtained b}' Oberho[ier amt Umino. 

                             Author. 

   On the equilibrium state of iron-
carbon•nitrogen system. I. \i. I{awaka-
mi. Bulf. Tokyo Univ. F.ng. 5, 66r-686 

(t936).-The (ree energy of Formation of ceme-n 
rite, nitride and cyanide of iron and also of 
alkali cyanide was calcd. From the observed 
heat of formation and the heat capacity of iron 
cyanide prep. the free energy n( iG formation 
was obdrined. Comparing the (ree energies, 
it was found that iron cyanide is an unstable 
substance. avhereas cementite, nitride and alkali 
cy:mides are stable. The stabili[p is attrihatcvl 
to alkali cyanide, cementite and nitride. From 
these results it „~a; considered that when 
iron is brought into contact avith mohen alkali 
cyanide, cementite and nitride are formed in-
stead of iron cyanide, that is, [here occur the 
cementuion and nitriding. ~ R'hen alkali cya-
nide. is 1eR in free air hod oxidized, .the hvo 
reaction ma}' proceed more easily. 

                            Author. 

  A statical method of investigation 
of the oxidation and reduction equili-
brium of iron by water vapour. ti. 
I vase and li. Sane. Sci, h'ey4a. ToJ[oku Inrp: 
Univ. Honda Anniv. Vol. a63-a7j (ig36) 
-The investigation of the. oxidation and rednc-
lion equil. of metals by r~ater vapour, 3Fe+ 
aH,O~Fe,O,+.t H, and Fe+H,O,~FeO+

  Plydrac/unnil m,d Thrnnorhernirtrp 105 

H„ is wade, using an app: deviced by the 
aviiters for the elimination of thermal diSusion 
eftect. The results obtained, 

      o ~ z t'~O   (43 ° iy °) IogKe= i.~~~--Er.ggo 
           (7/4Fea0a+H,~3/a Fa+ H,0) 

                    6-  (
j71 °'^•69z°) IogI{v = a.o -Fo.3zt 

                  1F~0+H.~FeH.O), 
are in (air agreement with those obtained by 
Kapustinsky, avhich proves the effectirenessof 
the new apps. From the values obtained, 
some thermodynamical values fen ma_netic 
ntid ferrous oxide are calcd. Author. 

   On the pasted copper electrodes in 
an alkaline storage cell. T. Tiku. BttQ. 
'1'oyodo Res. Imp. Inrenlion Soc. Tnpan. 4, 
6j-99 (r9J6).-The anther intended to obtain 
the pasted positives and negatives of a s[omge 
celh supporting an oxide of a certain metal 
with the :metal grids and transforming the oxide 
electrol}'tiplly into the active materials, from 
[he analog}, of the leak and silver accnmu-
lators. Expts. showed that nipper was favor-
able. for this purpose. In this case .the 
copper grids pasted with cuprous oxide poavd. 
and dilute caustic potash solo. could be tran5-
formed into the neg. and pos. plates during 
the course of elech~olysis in the caustic potash 
a~ln. The plates thus formed could he sub-
mitted to charges and discharges repeated)}•. 
The natore of the discharte characteristic of 
the positive against nit Pe-negative of large 
capacih~ was the same as in the case of lead-
acid cell and the mean value of terminal 
voltage was about t volt, butthe characteristic 
of -the: neg. against. a nickel-oxide positive of 
large cnpacity showed two stages and thefirst 
stage a•as the greater part of the whole dis-
rharge and ahe men terminal voltages were 
about o.8 volt and o.; volt resp. in the first 
and second stages. The capacities of the 

 egatives amounted to about o.zro.3 amp, hr. 

per r gram of the paste, while only less than 
the bne-twentieth of that value was obtained 
for the positives. In above cases, the-current. 
density avas t x to "- amp./cm'. In the course 
of discharge of the negatives the gradual 
change of colour of ac[ire material from dark.
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red-brown to green-yellow were obsered. For 
the. negatives, the linear relation was Fovnd 
behveenthe mean_ discharge capacities during 
severalepdes at the Game current and the. 
logarithms of that torrent values. And in the 
casenfcharge or theformation of the negatives, 
genernfion of -.hydrogen gas bubbles was not 
at all observed-until the charged capacity nmt-
d. to definite values-and so the time when the 

gassing began was clearly detd. Tie elec. 
ef}iciencies werer about Go%; forthe pos. and 
neo. plates. Author. 

   ];vuivalent conductivity of 1-I salts. 
S. Kaneko: J Ckera. Soc. Jnpan, 57, t3zo-
r3z3 (r936).-Concerning the equiv. conducti-
vity of r-r salts- the. following eyuations aze 
derived from t}te theory of the former relX~rt 

[loc. cit.. S6,.r3zo (t935)~ 

  a=.3 (t -~~}3, Ba •2. R=B'r-ha. 
                                                ~, + 

   A=t~;B,B.~1fla+I3;Bz) ('- +t)'(zv-r)• 

                 _ Srr\E 1•e-   R'-llkT
, B= -ia~ollkT Ba 3r7 

        ro-u 
  X 9 . 

 where .1 is equiv. conductivity ; ~lfl equiv. 
conductivity at infinite dilution ; C, cones. of 

 thesoln.; D, dielectric const. of the solvent; 
 k, Boltimann's mnst,; T, absolute temp. E. 

 charge of anelectron N, avogadro number ; 
 >) viscosity of the ~Ivenb;-a .diameter of ions. 

                           Author. 

   Measurement of the thermal diffu-
 sion effect in themixture of hydrogen 

 and water vapor. Z. Shibata and ll. I{i-
 taga.6a. J. Ghent. .Soc. Japan. 55, 7'z-735 

 Qg35). 57, r3oo-o8. (t936)•-Using app. with 
 Pt<(at higher temp.) and I'd-semipermeable 

 membiaite (at. lott~er temp.) designed by av-
 thois,. 'the resulting-pressure difference of hy-
 rlroa n b}• the thermal diffusion effect, hydrogen 

 pressure a[ cold: part. to411 pressure, and water 
 vapor presuFe. at cold part; ivhich was kept 
 at const: vapor pressure, were measured; and 
 then (Pv,o}nm tins was 'calcd. ;.the one end of 

 the vessel containing the mixtures of hydrogen

'R A C'f S V°1. XI 

and water vapor of any comps. was heated 
betvicen zor^-roza°, and the other a[ room 

temp. The results show the linear relation 
           Pn,o I'~,nl betveen log (, ) anil log J( 

              I n,. m•r wn Yv. eotrt 
   nearly symtmettical curve having move at 

pflrt 

So-bo% I-I, for J.i -Comps. and that dJ,-log 

(T'' are the straight line passing the origin T. 
at lower temp. and curve at 5oo-700° gra-
dually, According to Chapman's theory the 
rigidity nf- both molecules and the index of 
repulsive force are caled. The rigidity of both 
molecules are o.4oat lower temp., nearly one 
at higher temp. T'he index of repulsive force 
is 6~7 at lower temp.. q^-t t at higher temp. 

                                 .Suthoi'. 

   Vapour pressure determination of 
solid mercuric hologenides. 'L. Shihata 
and K. Nio•a. J. Cl~e>n. Soc. d¢pam 57, 
t3oq-t3tq (rg36).-The Vapour pressures of 
snlid IIgCI., H;;Br_ and HgI, {red} were deal. 
by the effusion method at the temp. between 
So and qo°C. The micmblance, hanging the 
quarz crucible which had an orfice im the lid, 
was situated in the vacuum of to smm I-Ig 
at the required temp. The e6usion velocity 
of the sold. vapour of the simple from the 
orfice was decd, wilh the rider, which had been 
formerly weighed, and a stopwatch .exactly. 
The vapour pressure of solid halogenides were 
calcd. from these effusionvelocity and the area 
of the orfice which had been detd• b}' a mi-
croscope, drawingapp. antl planimeter. From 
the vapour pressure of Benzophenone, HgCI_, 
HgBr. and HgL, (red), thus detd., we calcd. 
the heat content oP sublimatiun, free energy-
change, and entropy change etc., and the 
moleculor energ}' t~'ere calcrl, from these heats 
of sublimation and Inhice energies which had 
been caled. by us. Final)}•. we. discussed the 
limits of these detn. Author. 

   On the chemical property of surface 
of silver. \. I{amevama and S, Kikuchi. 
J. Sac. Chem..bid. J¢pian, 411, 38-39 {r 936)• 
-A. very thin film of silver was prepd. on a 
glass plate by .means of the vacuum evapora-
tion. The siher film thus peed. did not change
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its colour and lustre, when immersed in water. 
But when immersed in the normal solo. of 
KCI, it changed its colour from violet into 
whitish, and its lustre from brilliant metallic 
into matt; when immersed inthe normal solo. 
of Klir, it ctan~ed into goldislr colour. And. 
this was done in the hydrogeu arm. absolutely 
freed from oxygen. '1'hc shove expt. showers 
that silver in the surface seemed to have tamed 
into silver halide, while silver in the inner par[ 

persisted withoat renction. Almost all the 
litemtures show that silver is so stable that it 
is not atMCked in the halide solo. in absence 
of oxygen. Also it cannot be otherwise from 
thermod}•namiatl consideration based upon the 
eaten. of the free energy change of the reactions. 
The renction is supposed as folloxs 

 Agt,)+CI-} I-LO=AgCir,)-}•OIl-} )/z H: 
   Initial system Final s}'stem 

The free energy per one gramatom of Ag is 
P in initial system, F' in final system. In 
caleg. the difference of the free energies per 
one gram atom of Ag,
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    -d1'=F-F'=-24 ,643-.t364.q ]og Aon-
          (in calorie & at zj°C) 

     In this equation, if -dF be~o the reaction 
  is possible. And the possibility depends only 

  on Aox-~ activity of hydroxyl ion, as seen 
  from the above equation. In order.~fo see the 
  effect of Aou-, •)ie repeated the -expt. with 

  KCI & Ii}3r solos made o.oozN with regards 
  to NaOH, in the hydrogen arm., absolutely 

  freed from oxygen. The result )vas just the 
  same as above described. Thus the li[eratures 

  ,rP; eaten, deny that lire ordinary solid silver 
  reacts with the halide solos. Therefore, we 

  qme to the conclusion from our ecpis. that 
  the silver in me surface acts in the different 

  manner from the inner silver, and we expect 
  also that this Fdctmny give some hints to the 

  theory of the phoWgraphic latent image. Be-
  cause the latent image is supposed ro-day the 
  aggregation of a few silver atoms, the surface 

  of which iS important in the development. 
                               Author.

      4-COLLOID HE 

  On electropho 
six, viscosity and 
sion of Japanese 
moto. lI'areda ap 

and electroendosmos 

Japanese acid clay 
trokinetic potegtial o 

acid clay has been o 

the same experiences 

Fuller's earth, kaolin, 

gel and colloidal car 

  On thesorptlo 

charcoal, 1 Rela 

ption amotrnts, 
the pressure. K. 

Chem. ReaeareJr. 15 

sorption of chlorine 
has been decd. by a 
rument used for the measurements

C MISTRY AND SUR

rests, electroendoamo-
~-potential of suspen-
acid clay. K. Yan)a-

pld. G"hene. Soa Bull• 13, 
elocities of electrophoresis 
is of water suspension of 

have been decd. and elec-
r (-potential of Japtnese 
brained. As comparison, 
have been conducted on 
silica get, ferric hydroxide 
lxv) etc. :\utl)or. 

n of chlorine by active 
lion between the sor-
the temperature, and 

Aril. Bu1L bra. Phys. 
. 1233-tz4t (t936).-The 
b}• naive sugar charcoal 
static method. The inst-

                 was an

all-glass a 
spring ma 
balance 
obtained. 
decd. at 
pressure 
are in g 
lion 

   __ a    a 
t-1• 

lions hold 
equil. pres 
sorherl) a 
amt. sor 

pressure) 

Kt. In t 
expres~d 

pressure i 
:\s B, a, 
general eq

FACE CHEMISTRY 

pp. which contains Jackson's glass-
nometer and 1\ic Bain's quartz-spring 

The following results have been 
The sorption isotherms have been 

z0°, 30°, and 50° over a range of 
below one aim. The results obtained 

oat agreement with i.angmuir's eyua-

~p . The. following empirical eyua-ap 
fix the isostere (relation between the 
sure surf the temp. at the most. amt. 
nd the isobar (relation behveen the. 

bed and the temp. at the most. eyuil. 

resp.: log p=A- ,B-l., and a=ao-

he eyuations, a is the sorption amt. 
in mg. per t g. charcoal, p the eyuil. 

n cm He, 'I' the absolute temp, and 
S, and I{ are the consts. Thus the 
nation between a (mg), p (crn), and

~~ ~

2 (1937)
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t
/ (°C7. can. be expressed as follow : a=as-I t t ~) t, where k=o.oq r .and n=r z.oo. 

P The differential isosteric heats of sorpGOn have 
also been caled. Author. 

  Thermal analysis of .the catalytic 
actions of colloids. (I) Catalytic decom-

position of hydrogen peroxide by col-
loidal platinum. L.. Snito. Rev. Phyx. 
Chem. 10, .5t-z 7o Qg36).-The reaction was 
studied by means of thermal analysis of reac-
tion velocity. In a glass calorimeter, dil. H,O: 
solos. (ca. 0:03114) were demmposerl by Pt-sols 
(S~t;Xto-8gm, atom) prepared by Hredig's 
method, at 3o°C. Fr0mthe change of temp.

                                    Vol. XI 

in the reaction system , the reaction velocity 
a•as calal. The reaction ptviceeded consecu-

tivelyin nvo staves. The reaction type in the 
earlier stage mold not be detd. The dumfion 

of this stage was not influencttl by the coven , 
of H.O. solos., while the larger the amount 

of themlloid the sLor[er it b•,came. The later 
stage, the main part of the reaction , was exactly 
of the firs[ order with respect to H.O

y and i
[s velocity const. was almost proponional to 

the second power of the amount of the colloid . 
The activity of the colloid changed with time , 
at first it increased. The heat of the decom pn . 
of H,O_ was z3.gto.5 Gels. per gm. cool as 
mean value of zz expts. Author .




